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The XΥMTEX system for publishing
interdisciplinary chemistry/mathematics
books

Shinsaku Fujita

1 XΥMTEX Version 5.01

I have recently released XΥMTEX Version 5.01 for
drawing chemical structural formulas, where its zip
file (xymtx501.zip) is available from my personal
homepage (http://xymtex.com/). I have more re-
cently uploaded this version to the CTAN archives.

The XΥMTEX system supports three modes for
drawing:

1. the LATEX-compatible mode, which is based on
the LATEX picture environment along with the
epic package,

2. the PostScript-compatible mode, which is based
on the PSTricks package, and

3. the PDF-compatible mode, which is based on
the pgf/TikZ package.

The three modes can be switched by loading the
xymtex, xymtexps, or xymtexpdf package with the
\usepackage command. If structural formulas of
high quality are necessary, the latter two modes
should be selected. A typical template for switching
the three modes is shown below:

\documentclass{article}

%\usepackage{xymtex} %LaTeX mode

%\usepackage{xymtexps}%PostScript mode

\usepackage{xymtexpdf}%PDF mode

\usepackage{graphicx}

\begin{document}

\cholestane[e]{3B==HO}%XyMTeX command

\end{document}

The XΥMTEX command \cholestane with the
arguments [e] and {3B==HO} generates the chemical
structural formula of cholest-5-en-3β-ol as follows:
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Because PDF is now a default standard for ex-
changing digital documents, it is usually highly desir-
able to convert DVI files obtained by the PostScript-
compatible mode or the PDF-compatible mode to

PDF files. To obtain a PDF file of printing quality,
the following routes are typical:

1. PostScript-compatible mode:
As the more classical process, a dvi file produced
by the PostScript-compatible mode is converted
into a ps file. The resulting ps file is in turn
converted into a pdf file.

tex
LATEX−→ dvi

dvips−→ ps
distiller−→ pdf

2. PDF-compatible mode:

• Because PDF technology has become pre-
dominant over the PostScript technology,
a dvi file produced by the PDF-compatible
mode is directly converted into a pdf file
by using the dvipdfmx converter.

tex
LATEX−→ dvi

dvipdfmx−→ pdf

• The PDF-compatible mode can take an
optional argument pdftex as follows:

\usepackage[pdftex]{xymtexpdf}

Thereby, a tex file is directly converted into
a pdf file by using the pdflatex engine:

tex
pdflatex−→ pdf

It should be emphasized that common code writ-
ten for the XΥMTEX system can be used in any of the
routes itemized above.

2 Techniques for drawing complicated
structural formulas

XΥMTEX commands are equipped with facilities for
drawing complex structures, i.e., the substitution
technique for attaching substituents, the addition
technique for drawing fused rings, and the replace-
ment technique for drawing spiro rings. The detailed
documentation of the XΥMTEX system [1] is available
from my homepage located at http://xymtex.com/.

2.1 The substitution technique

The XΥMTEX system supports the substitution tech-
nique, which is based on (yl)-functions for linking
complicated substituents. An intervening divalent
unit can be inserted by using a command \ryl or
\lyl.

For example, the structural formula of g-stro-
phanthin (ouabain) as a poisonous cardiac glycoside
is drawn by the code [1]:

\begin{XyMcompd}(2000,1850)(-550,-300){}{}

\steroid{1SB==\lmoiety{HO};5B==OH;8B==H;%

9A==H;{11}A==HO;{10}B==\llap{HO}CH$_{2}$;%

{14}B==OH;{13}B==\lmoiety{H$_{3}$C};%

{17}B==\fiveheterov[e]{3==O}%

{4D==O;1==(yl)};3B==\lyl(3==O){8==%
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\pyranosew{1==(yl);1Sa==H;2Sb==H;2Sa==OH;%

3Sb==H;3Sa==OH;4Sb==HO;%

4Sa==H;5Sb==H;5Sa==CH$_{3}$}}}

\end{XyMcompd}

In this code, a steroid skeleton (due to the \steroid

command) is substituted by a five-membered hetero-
cycle (due to a (yl)-function in the \fiveheterov

command) and by a pyranose moiety (due to a (yl)-
function in the \pyranosew command and a further
use of the \lyl command). The XyMcompd environ-
ment secures a drawing area for the structure to be
drawn. This code typesets the following structural
formula:
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2.2 The addition technique

The XΥMTEX system supports the addition technique,
where the attachment mechanism permits a given
fusing unit to be attached onto an edge of a parent
skeleton.

For example, furo[40,30,20:4,5,6]androstane as
a fused steroid is drawn by the addition technique,
where the \fivefusevi command for drawing a 5-
membered fusing unit is declared in the bond list
of the \steroid command for drawing a steroid
skeleton:

\steroid

[{c{\fivefusevi[ad]{3==O}{}{e}[a]}}]

{{10}B==\null;{13}B==\null}

O

2.3 The replacement technique

The XΥMTEX system supports the replacement tech-
nique, where a spiro unit is drawn on the basis of
a (yl)-function and attached to a vertex of a parent
skeleton.

For example, spiro[cyclohexane-1,1′-indene] is
drawn by the replacement technique, where a six-
membered spiro unit is produced by declaring a (yl)-
function in the \cyclohexanev command:

\begin{XyMcompd}(600,800)(250,250){}{}

\nonaheterovi[bdfh]%

{1s==\cyclohexanev{4==(yl)}}{}

\end{XyMcompd}

3 Interdisciplinary chemistry/mathematics
books

The development of the XΥMTEX system largely re-
flects the personal history of my research aiming at
the integration of chemistry and mathematics, e.g.,
the concept of imaginary transition structures (ITSs)
[2], the USCI (unit-subduced-cycle-index) approach
[3, 4], the concept of stereoisograms [5, 6], the proli-
gand method [7], and the concept of mandalas [8].

3.1 Manual drawing without using the
XΥMTEX system

In 1991, I published an interdisciplinary monograph
on the combinatorial enumeration of chemical com-
pounds as three-dimensional structures (the USCI

approach) [9]. This book contains many structural
formulas of organic compounds along with mathemat-
ical equations because of its interdisciplinary nature.
Such mathematical equations were successfully type-
set by means of the original programs of the (LA)TEX
system. However, the structural formulas contained
in this book were drawn manually and pasted on
the camera-ready manuscript, because (LA)TEX at
that time had no reliable utility for drawing struc-
tural formulas, and commercially available systems
such as ChemDraw were too expensive to be used
for personal purposes.

The concept of imaginary transition structures
(ITSs), which serve as computer-oriented representa-
tions of organic reactions, was developed mainly dur-
ing the 1980s. In 2001, rather belatedly, I published
a monograph on the concept of ITSs [10]. Although
such ITSs can be regarded as extended structural
formulas with colored bonds (par-bonds, out-bonds,
and in-bonds), the XΥMTEX system at that time did
not support utilities of coloring bonds. It follows that
the ITSs contained in this book were drawn manually
and pasted on the camera-ready manuscript.
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3.2 Drawing by the XΥMTEX System

The XΥMTEX system was developed and released
in 1993 as a LATEX tool for drawing structural for-
mulas. The manual was published as a book in
1997 [11]. However, it was not until version 4.00
that the XΥMTEX system supported the PostScript-
compatible mode for drawing structural formulas for
high-quality printing [12].

The PostScript-compatible mode was applied
to prepare a book for surveying organic compounds
for color photography [13]. Along with chemical
or mathematical equations, this book contains 480
figures, each of which consists of several structural
formulas drawn by the XΥMTEX system.

The book published in 2007 deals with a new con-
cept, mandalas, which I have proposed as a basis for
rationalizing enumeration of three-dimensional struc-
tures [14]. This book contains many mathematical
equations as well as structural formulas because of its
interdisciplinary nature; the mathematical equations
were again typeset by the original (LA)TEX utilities,
but this time the structural formulas were drawn by
the XΥMTEX system.

The book published in 2013 is concerned with
the proligand method, in which I have proposed to
enumerate three-dimensional structures [15]. This
book indicates that the proligand method for enu-
merating three-dimensional structures can be degen-
erated into Pólya’s method for enumerating graphs.

A sample page shown in Fig. 1 (page 462 of [15])
contains structural formulas drawn by the XΥMTEX
system, while another sample page shown in Fig. 2
(page 463 of [15]) contains mathematical equations
typeset by the original utilities of the LATEX system.

These sample pages from [15] demonstrate that
the combination of the XΥMTEX system with the
LATEX system is an efficient tool for publishing inter-
disciplinary chemistry/mathematics books.

Moreover, the on-line manual [1] of the XΥMTEX
system itself provides us with an illustrative example
for publishing a book which contains both chemical
structural formulas and mathematical equations. For
example, several structural formulas drawn by the
XΥMTEX system are aligned in an align environment
of the amsmath package bundled with the LATEX
system, so as to generate a reaction scheme, as shown
in Fig. 3 (page 647 of [1]).

Because XΥMTEX version 5.01 supports utilities
for coloring structural formulas, the book published
in 2001 would be rewritten with maintaining bond
colors (par-bonds, out-bonds, and in-bonds). This
has been briefly discussed in Section 39.4 of the on-
line manual [1].

Figure 1: Sample page containing structural formulas
drawn by the XΥMTEX system (page 462 of [15]).

Figure 2: Sample page containing mathematical
equations (page 463 of [15]), which are typeset by the
original utilities of the LATEX system.
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Anisole (36-47) is detected as a byproduct. The resulting azomethine dye (36-46) is a magenta-colored

dye for color photography. �

36.5 Structural Formulas in Display Chem Environments

36.5.1 Reaction Schemes in the ChemEquation-like Environments

If the molecular formula CH3OH written above the reaction arrow in Eq. 36.1 is desired to be drawn in the

display line, it is convenient to use the ChemEquation environment.

Example 36.17. As found in this example, the code CH_{3}OH can be directly declared in place of

\mbox{CH$_{3}$OH} or \mathrm{CH}_{3}\mathrm{OH}, which would be required in the equation

environment.

\begin{ChemEquation}

\resetamsmathlabel %reset \label from amsmath to LaTeX

\begin{XyMcompd}(400,750)(220,200){cpd:BPHOH2}{}

\bzdrv{1==OH}

\end{XyMcompd}

+ CH_{3}OH

\reactrarrow[10\unitlength]{-20\unitlength}{500\unitlength}

{HCl}{\ChemForm{-H_{2}O}}

\begin{XyMcompd}(400,750)(220,200){cpd:PHOME2}{}

\bzdrv{1==\ChemForm{OCH_{3}}}

\end{XyMcompd}

\label{eq:EQ2}

\end{ChemEquation}

Figure 3: Sample page of the XΥMTEX manual [1]
(page 647), which contains a reaction scheme drawn
by the XΥMTEX system and aligned in an align

environment of the amsmath package.

4 Conclusion

As clarified by the publication of the interdisciplinary
chemistry/mathematics books described above, the
XΥMTEX system coupled with the LATEX system has
been proven to be a reliable tool for publishing books
of high printing quality which contain structural
formulas along with mathematical equations.
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